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Strategic & Operational 
Landscape

• Focus of Effort = Sustaining the Fight
– Leverage U.S. Army Theater Logistics and contractor support
– Enhance Home Station readiness and combat capability 

(reconstitution)

• Responsible drawdown from Iraq

• Uncertainties with OEF = In-theater equipment sourcing

• Identifying enterprise-level equipment requirements

• Changing Environment = Maintain agility & balancing 
risk

Reset feeds Reconstitution
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Focus of Effort = Sustaining the Fight: The Marine Corps has been able to retain one of its key traits as an agile force thanks to its ability to leverage both the Army theater logistics capabilities (i.e. AMC SWA) as well as contracted support such as the OshKosh facility in Kuwait.  Leverage: This leveraging effort (thanks to the Army’s Title X capabilities) has provided many advantages for the Marine Corps:  - Allowed us to focus more of our limited resources on the fight (i.e. put more Marines on the ground) - Allowed a swifter transition from OIF to OEF - Ensured we do not duplicate resources.Enhance Readiness: Reset of the OIF equipment able to be retrograded will allow us to improve readiness among our home station forces, prepositioning programs, war reserve, and depot maintenance float allowance (DMFA) equipment pools. However, we must prioritize where our reset equipment goes towards readiness because the balance of equipment coming from OIF available for reset can only fill a proportion of our total readiness shortfalls.Responsible Drawdown: Over 90% of the OIF EDL has already been turned in to MCLC (Fwd) and is either at the depots or being processed through the MCLC (Fwd) pipeline.Uncertainties with OEF – In-Theater Equipment Sourcing: USMC has decided to accept risk to service reset and retain equipment in theater IOT:	- Ensure that we can close additional forces quickly	- Decrease the burden on home station forces and strategic programs on sourcing items already critically shortRisk Defined: Retaining OIF equipment in theater for OEF means actions required to reset this equipment will have to be deferred beyond 2011.Identifying equipment requirements: Our reset strategies (i.e. what we spend resources on and how we spend resources) must be informed by future & emerging Marine Corps requirements (i.e. we do not want to spend resources to reset items that may be obsolete). 



Maturing of Reset 
Planning & Execution 

• HQMC cross-functional body (determine sourcing 
solutions)

• Depot maint planning process (from yearly to quarterly)

• Reset Cost Model

• CMC: OIF Ground Equipment Reset Plan

• MCLC: Reset Operations Order

Means to Institutionalize Reset
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Strategic Ground Equipment Working Group (SGEWG): An advisory and information sharing body (led by DC PP&O, I&L and CD&I) whose principle objective is to  identify ground equipment challenges and recommend corrective/mitigating policies or actions (i.e. sourcing solutions) to ensure ground equipment allocation aligns with CMC prioritization.Enterprise Level Maintenance Program: ELMP is the Marine Corps comprehensive program that plans, programs, budgets for and executes REQUIREMENTS for depot level maintenance. It’s purpose is to sustain warfighting capability for the Marine Corps now and in the future. Both planning organizations include the same key stakeholders from HQMC, the Supporting Establishment, and the MARFORS.  Each will play a key role in determining how OIF equipment is reset through maintenance or new procurement actions, and how it is re-allocated to the Marine Corps.Reset Cost Model: Uses reset strategies (determined jointly by CD&I requirements officers and MCSC PM’s) along with procurement costs to determine reset costs for each TAMCN, and a total OIF/OEF reset cost that combines all TAMCNs and quantities in theater.Reset categories: 1. procure new, 2. depot maintenance (65% of procurement cost), 3. field maintenance (20% of procurement cost), 4. no reset, 5. issue to partner/host-nation forcesUSMC Ground Equipment Reset Plan: Signed by CMC Jun 09.Assigned roles & responsibilities:DC I&L:  Lead DC for all ground equipment reset; plan coordinate, monitor, evaluate & adjust reset actions to support USMC equipment reset.DC PP&O: Develop USMC reconstitution prioritiesDC P&R: Manage resource programming and budgeting to support reset and reconstitutionDC CD&I: Develop ground equipment requirements & concepts related to reset & reconstitution; identify obsolete equipment requiring reset IOT provide interim capabilities until procurement actions can be accomplished.DC C4I: Identify OIF C4 assets required for direct ship from CENTCOM AOR to OPFOR units.MCLC: Main effort for execution of the reset of USMC equipment .-Establishes policy & guidance-Synchronizes reset efforts-Provides a strategic communication toolMCLC Reset Operations Order: Detailed plan of support to provide depot maintenance (as its core competency) and field-level maintenance ISO the MARFORS.



Practical Example of Common 
Operating Picture for Reset
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Output from the Reset Cost Model: Shows TAMCN, NSN, unit cost, reset strategy (procure new, depot maint, field maint, no reset).  Also shows % of total USMC inventory in OIF/OEF. Source of data is TLCM-COP: Reset cost model has been added as an application to the Total Life Cycle Management-Common Operating Picture (TLCM-COP).  Thus detailed RCM information is accessible for anyone with a MERIT account.Key Takeaway: Provides transparency of the reset cost determination process, and provides a means for open and frequent reconciliation of reset strategies and costs.



OCO Resourcing Policy & 
Impact on Maintenance

• Base program funding for depot maintenance has 
eroded since start of OIF.

• Surge in Depot work force (increased size via temp & 
term employees).

• OMB Reset definition changes

Balance $, Requirements, and Inventory
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Erosion of Baseline: Over the years, baseline funding has been eroded due to the abundance of OCO funds. Long-term, services may be asked to absorb this liability in their base programs.  This will be a difficult transition because it requires us to map equipment reset plans to actual year-of-execution actions.  Additionally, it requires us to differentiate between normally-programmed depot maintenance and maintenance done to reset equipment from OIF/OEF. Expanded Depot Capacity: The depots have nearly doubled their workforce capacity (mostly from short-term hires) to be able to meet the surge of equipment coming back from OIF. This was done to ensure that the depots could process all equipment retrograded from OIF through the depots from 2010 – 2011.Illustration of Risk: During ELMP planning in Jun 09, assumptions were made that all OIF equipment would be returning for reset during 2010 and 2011.  Holding equipment from OIF to help close additional OEF forces may mean the depots have excess capacity for 2010-2011, causing them to under obligate.  We may be able to mitigate this by sending more home-station equipment through the depots in lieu of reset equipment.Changing definitions of Reset: Prior to 2009, OCO funds for Reset could be applied liberally towards procurement of improved & enhanced systems.  Now the use of procurement funds is much more restrained, and tied closely to replacement of combat losses or wash-outs. SLEP: OCO funding to date has not allowed for conducting SLEP actions as part of Reset. However, OIF and OEF have greatly accelerated the year-to-year usage of equipment and therefore, shortened the overall service life of equipment.  We (as well as the Army) believe SLEP should be an available OCO/Reset option. 



Future Actions at the 
Service Level

• Tracking/measuring stress on equipment

• IT Enhancements (GCSS-MC)

• Greater leveraging of theater maintenance capacity.

• Increase rate of PEI rotation

• Develop strategy for long-term care/storage of 
equipment.

Service Level Equipment Strategy
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Measuring stress on equipment: More sophisticated means to gauge equipment for retrograde criteria = means to enhance readiness through better predictive tools.IT Enhancements: IT upgrades such as GCSS-MC will provide better in-transit visibility, better readiness tracking & history, and better accountability of equipment in theater. Greater Leveraging: Success to date with leveraging Army and contractor capabilities points to future actions. Due to limited and constrained LOCs in/out of Afghanistan, strategic lift is of critical importance for sustainment actions in OEF. Therefore, to the extent possible, we want to increase the rate of throughput through theater facilities IOT prioritize strategic lift for those items that cannot be repaired in theater.Increased PEI rotation: OEF has proven to be a more harsh environment than OIF, meaning an even shorter period (on average) between required reset actions. This necessity for greater PEI rotation will be enabled by the experience we’ve gained though OIF Reset and the tools we’ve developed for institutionalizing reset (i.e. SGEWG, ELMP, RCM, Planning Documents).Geo-Prepo Site: As part of strategic equipment planning for OEF and Post-OEF actions, the USMC must determine what to do with equipment designed specifically for the current theater of operations (e.g. MRAPs). Much of this theater-specific equipment is excess to USMC AAO/requirements. However, it can be the means to create strategic depth for future contingencies. Thus one possible solution is to create a second Geo-Prepo site in the CENCOM AOR. Any geo-prepo plan must be balanced against affordability and space considerations. 
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